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Austria's single-vineyard
releases in 2023 – reds

Red wines from Carnuntum, Leithaberg and Eisenberg. The first in a series of articles by
Julia and Paula reporting on the Single Vineyard Summit, a week-long tasting of wines
from named vineyards in Austria. Above, the Rosenberg vineyard in Carnuntum (courtesy
Weingut Markowitsch). See also Paula and Julia's reports on the Grüner Veltliners, Riesling
and other white varieties, and the wines of the Wachau and Styria.

The Austrians have in the last few years pulled off a staggering feat: mapping every one of
the country’s named vineyards, Rieden in German (Ried in the singular), hence
Riedenkarte. The interactive online maps take a bit of getting used to but they drill down
to astonishing detail. It is this concept of named vineyard that informs all of the tastings in
this series and has provoked deep discussion and not a little controversy, especially now
that Austrian wine law has been changed to make a legal path for the optional use of the
term Erste Lage on wine labels. But I will take you further down this rabbit hole in the
next article in this series, on Grüner Veltliners.

Here we focus on red wines from three completely different winegrowing regions that
share an evident commitment to Blaufränkisch – although there was also a significant
number of excellent Zweigelt and Zweigelt/Blaufränkisch blends from Carnuntum in this
tasting at the beautiful Schloss Grafenegg (about 15 km east of Krems and pictured below)
by the Österreichischer Traditionsweingüter (ÖTW), a private association of estates.

Of these three regions, only Carnuntum is part of the ÖTW but Burgenland’s Leithaberg
and Eisenberg were there as guests this year. No doubt Michael Moosbrugger, quietly
spoken but forceful president of the association and managing director of Schloss
Gobelsburg, would like them to join. Styria, whose wines Paula will be reporting on soon,
is also in the courting phase.

It is important to clarify that, like the VDP in Germany but unlike Vinea Wachau to the
west of the ÖTW’s heartland of Kremstal and Kamptal, this is a selective association. Only
winegrowers making wines from specific, named vineyards, nominated by the association
itself as ‘Erste Lagen’, and fulfilling other quality and commercial criteria (including
critics’ ratings and market prices) are allowed to be members and use the 1ÖTW logo on
their labels.

Why was this tasting focused so tightly on Blaufränkisch, plus Zweigelt in Carnuntum?
Because if you want to put the name of the vineyard on the label, preceded by the word
Ried, the wine must also qualify as a DAC wine, and each region’s DAC regulations
specify, among other things, permitted grape varieties.

For both Leithaberg and Eisenberg, red wines must be at least 85% Blaufränkisch, whereas
both Zweigelt and Blaufränkisch are permitted for Carnuntum reds (minimum 85% alone
or combined).

Reproduced below is the World Atlas of Wine map of Austria’s wine-growing regions.

CarnuntumCarnuntumCarnuntumCarnuntum, south and west of Vienna (turquoise on the map) and bordering Hungary,
is a very dry region influenced by the warm climate of the Pannonian Plain. Jancis wrote
about one of the region’s pioneering proponents of the region and especially the
Spitzerberg vineyard in Dorli Muhr’s Blaufränkisch. Muhr’s current releases are reviewed
below, along with some exceptional wines from Gerhard Markowitsch, whose Rosenberg
vineyard is pictured at the top of this article.

The church in the village of Höflein, Carnuntum. In the foreground, young Blaufränkisch vines in the
Kirchweingarten vineyard.

Markowitsch’s daughter Helene was part of the team pouring the wines at Schloss
Grafenegg and her sister Johanna provided some background information on the current
vintages, 2020 and 2021, as did Muhr. (Incidentally, this is one brilliant aspect of the
ÖTW tasting: even though producers are typically about to start harvesting, they give up a
day or more to be part of the team that pours the wines to the seated tasters. This means
there is always the chance to buttonhole one of them for more information. But since they
are not necessarily pouring their own wines, they do so discreetly without unsolicited
comments. At the German VDP tastings, on the other hand, the service is immaculate but
it is not carried out by the producers.)

As Markowitsch and Muhr explained, spring 2020 was dry and warm and there was a little
more rainfall than in 2019 and yet sugar/alcohol levels were a little higher. Harvest started
slightly later than usual, with the benefit of warm days and cool nights. For Muhr it is a
‘charming vintage, with beautiful fruit’. Markowitsch suggested it revealed
‘Sortentypizität’, ie the character of the variety, with finesse and freshness.

Vintage 2021 was exactly the sort of vintage the Markowitsch family love: enough rain in
spring, not too much heat in the summer and ‘unbelievable freshness’. Muhr has only just
bottled her 2021s – hence the 2020s below – but believes they will be more complex than
her 2020s, with notable fruit intensity. But, as she added, both vintages are at a high level
‘and time will show which one is better’. (I’d put ‘better’ in inverted commas because
personal taste is also influential when you have two such great vintages.)

The 2021s that were shown at the tasting were strikingly good, Zweigelt as well as
Blaufränkisch. There were so many high-scoring wines, not limited to any particular
combination of vineyard site or producer style. As you can see, my top-scoring wine was
Markowitsch’s Kirchweingarten Zweigelt 2021. Lukas Markowitsch’s (no relation) slightly
more austere Haidacker Zweigelt was also outstanding.

LeithabergLeithabergLeithabergLeithaberg, south of Carnuntum (the green region in the middle of the map above) is
equally influenced by its topography: the limestone and schist slopes down from the
wooded hills to the Neusiedlersee bring a cooling influence in what is a warm and sunny
region. (This excellent online map shows these influences on the local climate.)

Lukas Plöckinger of Tinhof went as far as to describe it as a ‘cool-climate region’ – at least
in the Austrian context. The two soil types also make a significant difference in the style of
the wines. While I found the wines more heterogeneous than in either Carnuntum or
Eisenberg, particularly in relation to the ripeness of the fruit and the use (or not) of oak, I
found terms such as scented, fragrant, red-fruited and elegant appearing more frequently
in my notes on wines from limestone sites, compared with those from the schist soils,
which seemed to be typically more powerful, darker-fruited and a little more
savoury/spicy.

This contrast was perfectly demonstrated during a dinner with six Leithaberg winemakers
by Heike Heinrich of the biodynamically certified Heinrich estate, which is in Gols but
includes vineyards in the Leitha Hills. She presented two 2017 reds: one from the
limestone-dominated vineyard Alter Berg and one from the schist soils of Edelgraben
(shown on this map). She likened the effect of the wines on the drinker to the interaction
between rain and these two soil types. Water is immediately taken up by the limestone, as
the taster is easily attracted by and takes in the wine, whereas water is repelled by schist and
the taster is at first held at arm’s length by wine from schist sites.

The Blaufränkisch wines from EisenbergEisenbergEisenbergEisenberg (the taupe shading in the map) were really
impressive, with those from the village as opposed to the DAC of that name the most
consistent and exciting. It is confusing that the village of Eisenberg, named after its high,
schist-dominated hill, has since 2008 given its name to the much bigger DAC that used to
be referred to as Südburgenland, though apparently Eisenberg was used for this area in the
more distant past. For transparency, I think it would be much better to restrict the name
Eisenberg to the village and its wines as a subregion within Südburgenland DAC.

Because the wines from around the hill of Eisenberg are so distinctive in their
stony/mineral style with beautifully dry, fine tannins, those from the other parts of the
DAC, notably but not exclusively around the hotspot of Deutsch-Schützen, seem
generally richer- and sweeter-fruited by comparison, and a little spicier. But as always with
wines made by many individual winemakers, with fruit from diverse vineyards, this is an
overgeneralisation. The wines of Wachter-Wiesler, for example, from Deutsch-Schützen
are pure and refined, revealing the hand of the winemaker as well as the vineyard site.

Eisenberg vineyard (credit: Eisenberg DAC/Steve Haider)

Christoph Wachter explained that, while 2020 is the current vintage on the market for
most producers, hail destroyed up to 90% of the crop around the village of Eisenberg in
that year, hence the many examples of 2017 and a few 2015s, both relatively ripe years.
While this made it harder to compare wines across different vineyards, it did demonstrate
how well these reds can age. (There are examples of even more mature wines in Jancis’s
Blaufränkisch goes uphill.)

Like the Leithaberg winegrowers, those in the Eisenberg DAC have made a very good fist
of presenting their region and its wine-shaping distinctives. Although their website
appears to be in German only, you can download this detailed booklet in English, which
describes the main villages and their named vineyards and soil types.

This was an exciting line-up of high-quality reds from all three regions. The 91 tasting
notes below are grouped by region – you can jump to each region using the links below.

Carnuntum
Leithaberg
Eisenberg

Within those groups they are ordered alphabetically by vineyard name but you can reorder
them to suit.

Carnuntum

Artner, Aubühl 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. At 182–266 m, sandy and partly clay soils. Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch
blend. Certified organic. 
Deep crimson with purple rim. Dark-fruited but the strongest impression is
crushed-stone dustiness (in a good way). Lightly herbal but not unripe. Stony on
the palate, too. The fruit at the just-ripe end of the spectrum, giving elegance and
freshness rather than depth and richness. Dry, tannic finesse. Mouth-watering
finish and a distinctive style. (JH) 14%
Drink 2024 – 2028

16.5

Michael Auer, Aubühl 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. In transition to organic. 182–266 m of elevation. A blend of
Blaufränkisch and St-Laurent.
Mid cherry red. Lifted black and sour cherry on the nose, a touch herbal. A little
bit leafy on the palate. Relatively light-bodied but piercing and fresh; the tannins
moderate but sufficient. Very slightly hard on the finish but the fruit rescues it at
the very end. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2028

16.5

Gottschuly-Grassl, Aubühl 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. Zweigelt. Sandy soils, partly clay. Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig
Austria).
Bright, mid crimson. Juicy, intense aroma of dark-red fruits, vibrant with sour
cherry. Firm but already smoothed tannins and a light impression of oak on the
palate. Great balance between fruit and structure. (JH) 14%
Drink 2023 – 2030

16.5

Glatzer, Bärnreiser 1ÖTW Blaufränkisch 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. Certified organic. South- and south-west-facing site at 202–251 m.
Deep, vibrant crimson. Like the Rosenberg 2021 blend, this is strongly marked
by oak. Seriously oaky on the nose and the palate, though here the dark-fruited
100% Blaufränkisch seems to hold its own better on the palate. Sweet-fruited
with ripe cherries and slightly charry. The oak adds both sweet and savoury sides.
Firmly textured, charry/toasty aftertaste but with the lovely freshness of the
vintage. Less oak, please. But it is a good wine in this oaky style, if that is your
preference. Better balanced than their Rosenberg 2021. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2031

16.5

Grassl, Bärnreiser 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. South- and south-west-facing site at 202–251 m. Quartz gravel on loamy
and silty sediments. Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch, Merlot blend. Certified organic and
sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria).
First impression is sweet black cherry and sweet spice. Quite oaky on the palate,
too. Could do with a little more flesh to balance the mark made by the oak. A bit
sweet-sour at the moment. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2029

16.5

Franz und Christine Netzl, Bärnreiser 1ÖTW Anna Christina 2021
Carnuntum

Höflein. South- and south-west-facing site at 202–251 m. Quartz gravel on loamy
and silty sediments. Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch, Merlot blend. Certified sustainable
(Nachhaltig Austria) and in transition to organic.
Dark, peppery fruit. Dry tannins, just enough flesh and definitely on the side of
restraint. Perhaps just slightly lean, making the tannins seem a little dry, even if
they are fine-boned. (JH) 14%
Drink 2024 – 2027

16.5

Pimpel, Bärnreiser 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. Zweigelt. South- and south-west-facing site at 202–251 m. Quartz gravel
on loamy and silty sediments. In transition to organic.
Mid-deep cherry red. Gorgeous aroma of fragrant cherries and blackberries and
wild hedgerow fruit. So inviting. Finely dry tannin texture, lots of freshness and
an elegant harmony already. Vibrant and fruity without being simple, and a dry,
chalky finish. (JH) 14.4%
Drink 2024 – 2031

17

Taferner, Bärnreiser 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. Zweigelt. South- and south-west-facing site at 202–251 m. Quartz gravel
on loamy and silty sediments. Certified organic.
Mid crimson. Sweet, pure red fruits and gently floral aroma. A touch of oak spice
and chocolate but so open already. Fine but very dry tannins give shape to all this
lovely fruit. Winning, long. Juicy core in a dry tannic framework that needs time.
(JH) 13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2031

16.5 +

Glatzer, Haidacker 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. South- and south-west-facing site at 183–238 m on gravelly loess.
Certified organic.
Very deep crimson with purple rim. Lovely aroma that is rich in dark fruit
without being overly sweet-smelling; small wild berries. The oak spice is subtle
behind the fruit. The tannins are dry and tight and somehow mouth-watering.
Refined and long but pretty dry on the finish. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2031

16.5

Lukas Markowitsch, Haidacker 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. South- and south-west-facing site at 183–238 m on gravelly loess.
Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria) and in conversion to organic.
Mid crimson. Intense aroma of not-very-sweet cherries and there’s a hint of
something herbal that keeps the ripeness in check. Less immediately oaky than
some of these 2021 Zweigelts. Juicy, pure, dry, a little leaner on the palate than
some but really elegant in its structure. Long, too. A real beauty of balance,
restraint and intensity. I almost scored this 18 but I know this is to do with my
personal preference and some might find it slightly austere. I love it. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2033

17.5

Franz und Christine Netzl, Haidacker 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. Zweigelt. South- and south-west-facing site at 183–238 m on
gravelly loess. Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria) and in conversion to
organic.
Deep crimson. Lovely mix of aromas here: stony/gravelly notes as well as
aromatic dark-red fruits and the sweetness of oak. Dry, firm, refined tannins.
Moreish and long, with a fresh bite on the finish. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2031

17

Martin Netzl, Haidacker 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. South- and south-west-facing site at 183–238 m on gravelly loess.
Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria) and in conversion to organic. 
Deep crimson. Intense, perfumed dark-red fruit with a fine stone-dust overlay
and a marked oak side to it, especially after the Markowitsch version. Scented
without sweetness, even a touch floral. Dry finesse, elegance and restraint.
Mouth-watering freshness in perfect balance. Long, too. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2033

17

Oppelmayer, Haidacker 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. South- and south-west-facing site at 183–238 m on gravelly loess.
Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria).
Deep crimson. Initial aroma of crushed stones with refined, non-sweet dark fruit
underneath. Rather light on the mid palate, the tannins light and fine. Not
terribly long but subtle and balanced. A light hand on the tiller. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2027

16.5

Pitnauer, Haidacker 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. South- and south-west-facing site at 183–238 m, on gravelly loess.
Very dark crimson with a black core. Riper fruit impression than on most of the
Zweigelt 2021s so far, with some dried as well as fresh black fruits. Sweet black
cherry and damson. And a note of dark chocolate. Ripe but fresh. The tannins
are more elegant than I expected from the ripeness of the fruit. A little sweet-
sour on the finish but masses of fruity pleasure. (JH) 14.5%
Drink 2025 – 2031

16.5

Taferner, Haidacker 1ÖTW Excalibur 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. South- and south-west-facing site at 183–238 m on gravely loess. A
blend of Zweigelt, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon. Certified organic. 
Mid-to-deep crimson. I'm not sure how much Cabernet there is but it marks the
aroma with a touch of cassis and fresh cedar. Lots of tension here from the really
fresh black fruit and fine but definite tannins. Elegantly structured, zero fruit
sweetness yet not austere. Chewy, dark, rocky aftertaste. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2029

16.5

Artner, Kirchweingarten 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. Blaufränkisch. Gently sloping site at 177–190 m. Certified organic. 
Deep crimson. Rich, sweetly spicy, gently oaky black and dark-red fruit, and
slightly leafy at the same time. Disappointing on the palate. Extraction and wood
giving a slight bitterness on the finish, which is notably oaky. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2030

16

Gerhard Markowitsch, Kirchweingarten 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021
Carnuntum

Höflein. Flat vineyard at 177–190 m, loess and clay in deeper layers. Certified
sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria).
Deep crimson. Dark-red fruit, with a subtle hint of dark chocolate. A refined,
stony quality to the non-sweet fruit, with a dark and savoury impression
alongside pure, juicy fruit. Complex, even in terms of aroma. Beautifully fine,
dry tannins, which star alongside the scented yet stony fruit. All elegance and
finesse. Persistent. Fabulous Zweigelt. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2035

18

Dorli Muhr, Kirchweingarten 1ÖTW Blaufränkisch 2020
Carnuntum

Höflein. Certified organic. Gently sloping site at 177–190 m. Dorli Muhr is
showing the 2020s, which have only just been bottled.
Mid crimson with the beginning of ruby at the rim. SO different from the
Artner Kirchweingarten 2021. Scented, subtle, almost pretty in its dark-red fruit
and fresh, lightly spicy red cherry. Minutely leafy aroma, maybe from stems?
And on the palate, that same subtlety and refinement, though it is juicy and
vibrant at its core. A real baby but so well balanced that you could approach it
now. Persistent, mouth-watering finish. Lovely dry aftertaste. (JH) 12.5%
Drink 2025 – 2034

17

Glatzer, Rosenberg 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. Cooled and sheltered by the nearby forests. Grown at 215–276 m. A
blend of Blaufränkisch, Zweigelt and Merlot. Certified organic. 
Deep crimson. Very oaky on the nose – sweetness of oak spice and cherry
chocolate. The tannin texture also thickened by the oak. More barrel than fruit
at this stage. I think the fruit underneath it is good – fresh, not pure, but hard to
get through to it. Less oak, please. (JH) 14%
Drink 2024 – 2028

16

Gerhard Markowitsch, Rosenberg 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. Various exposures at 215–276 m, gravelly loam, calcareous soil.
Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch, Merlot blend. Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig
Austria).
Mid crimson. Seductive red and black fruits, with delicate rocky/stony overlay.
Pure and refined from the get-go, with a touch of something slightly
meaty/savoury. Mouth-watering thanks to both acidity and tannins and to the
purity of the non-sweet fruit. Perfect balance – the varieties seem irrelevant here.
Really long and needs time. Has great ageing potential. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2036

17.5 +

Martin Netzl, Rosenberg 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. Various exposures at 215–276 m, on gravelly loam and calcareous
soils. Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch, Merlot blend. Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig
Austria) and in transition to organic.
Deepish crimson. Sweetness of oak seems to dominate the dark blackberry fruit
at the moment, on the nose at least. On the palate, it is more meshed, with stony,
fresh and utterly mouth-watering fruit. Tight, fine tannins. Needs time. Long, if
a little demanding at this youthful stage. Long, dry, elegant finish. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2034

17

Pimpel, Rosenberg 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. Grown at 215–276 m, on gravelly loam, calcareous soil. In
transition to organic. A blend of Zweigelt and Merlot. 
Deepish crimson. Fragrant, sweet, fresh black fruit, with a suggestion of crushed
stones. Light-footed, fine tannins. Beautifully fresh, long and juicy, even with
this almost-chalky texture. (JH) 14.4%
Drink 2024 – 2029

16.5

Grassl, Schüttenberg 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. Zweigelt. South- and south-west-facing site at 198–275 m, on
terraces of gravel and sandy loam. Certified organic and sustainable (Nachhaltig
Austria).
Mid, smudgy crimson. Deep blackberry and cherry fruits. Intense but without a
whisper of overripeness. Some sweet oak spice on the nose but integrated with
the fruit. Firm, chewy and smooth, with a light chocolatey aftertaste. Mouth-
watering finish. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2031

17

Martin Netzl, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränkisch. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Certified sustainable
(Nahchaltig Austria) and in transition to organic.
Mid, bright crimson with purple rim. Intense, floral-scented red fruits with a
touch of eucalyptus. Leafy (stemmy?) freshness on the palate. Vibrant, smoothly
textured, still very primary and fruit-dominated but marked by that leafy
character. Juicy, fresh and long. Promising if you like the leafy style. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2033

17

Payr, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW Blaufränkisch 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked by its
limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make wine
here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Certified organic and sustainable
(Nachhaltig Austria).
Mid-to-deep crimson. Refined in its leafy/stony dark-red fruits. Leafy but not
green (unless you don't like this style). Dry and finely textured tannins.
Extremely fresh but deep as well, even in this leafier style. Challenging if you are
not an acid lover. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2034

16.5

Pelzmann, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränkisch. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Certified sustainable

17
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wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Certified sustainable
(Nachhaltig Austria). 
Mid crimson with ruby rim. Beautifully, charmingly fragrant: tangy, wild red
fruits, wild flowers – vivid in every way. On the palate, equally charming and
fragrant, managing to be both juicy and elegantly structured, presumably by
both skin and stem tannins. Deceptively approachable. Delicious and long in a
lighter-bodied but intense style. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2032

Trapl, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränkisch. Certified organic and sustainable (Nachhaltig
Austria). The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked by its limestone soils,
especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make wine here and the
parcels are from 163 to 235 m. 
Mid crimson with ruby rim. Like the Pelzmann Spitzerberg 2020, this is fragrant
and also slightly herbal; but the red fruit smells a little sweeter: sweet and sour
cherry. Perhaps just a little too leafy/stemmy on the palate, drying the tannins. A
touch savoury/leathery, too. Is there a touch of brett? Not intrusive at the
moment but present. (JH) 13%
Drink 2024 – 2031

16.5

Günther Glock, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW Kobeln 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränkisch. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. In transition to organic.
Deep crimson. Riper and darker than some renditions of Spitzerberg
Blaufränkisch, yet still has a fine stony/mineral side to the aroma. More and more
'dusty' as it opens in the glass. This is not yet fully meshed, it seems; the oak, the
deep fruit, high acidity and firm, chewy tannins all standing apart. Needs time.
(JH) 13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2033

16.5 +

Dorli Muhr, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW Kobeln Liebkind 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränkisch. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Kobeln is at the highest point on
the hill, so erosion has created very shallow soils and the yields are tiny – very small
berries give just 800 bottles from 1 ha of 12-year-old vines. Certified organic.
Mid crimson. Smells riper and sweeter than the Muhr Kirchweingarten. Intense
cherry fruit, even a touch of dried cherry, even though there is a dusty/mineral
quality as well. And it has that savoury quality of the best Pinot. But none of
that dried fruit on the palate; this is pure, vibrant, with energy held in the finest
of tannin structures and the merest hint of stems lifting the fruit. Deep, sour-
cherry intensity on the palate. A complete baby but vibrantly fresh, extremely
persistent and promising. Lovely dry tannins. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2035

17.5

Dorli Muhr, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW Kranzen 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränkisch. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Kranzen is 70-year-old vines but
with slightly richer soils than Kobeln. Certified organic.
Mid crimson with a watery ruby rim. Even more scented – definitely more floral
– than the Spitzerberg Kobeln. Lightly stemmy, non-sweet red fruits; tart and
alive. On the palate, elegant, refined, dry-textured but somehow juicy on the
finish with mouth-watering freshness. Light-bodied but no lack of intensity and
persistence. Needs time and should age well. (JH) 13%
Drink 2025 – 2035

17.5 +

Dorli Muhr, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW Obere Roterd 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränkisch. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Roterd means 'red earth'.
Certified organic. 
Light-to-mid crimson. Savoury red fruit that so reminds me of great Pinot, even
though the texture is quite different. It is, nevertheless, charmingly fragrant, even
floral. Definitely leafy. Firm, smooth, ever-so-gently chewy, almost chalky. Great
freshness and harmony in a young wine. (JH) 13%
Drink 2025 – 2035

17 +

Christian Dietrich, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW Obere Spitzer 2020
Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränksich. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. Certified organic. The Obere
Spitzer is the higher part of the hill.
Mid crimson. There's a peppery, dark note initially – perhaps reduction –
slightly obscuring the fruit; almost too much but not quite and probably needed
decanting. Leafy on the palate. Darker-fruited than the Muhr Spitzerberg wines,
with firmly structured tannins and lots of freshness. Heading in the right
direction. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2034

16.5 +

Dorli Muhr, Spitzerberg 1ÖTW Obere Spitzer 2020 Carnuntum

Prellenkirchen. Blaufränksich. The Spitzerberg is dry and very windy and marked
by its limestone soils, especially in the higher sites. Lots of different producers make
wine here and the parcels are from 163 to 235 m. The Obere Spitzer is the higher
part of the hill. Certified organic.
Mid cherry with soft rim. Scented, delicately floral and expressive red fruits with
a stony/mineral quality and peppery impression that counters any impression of
fruit sweetness. So inviting, so elegant. On the palate, dry, stemmy, light-bodied
but with mouth-watering intensity. Precise, long and deliciously fresh. Set for a
long future. A thing of beauty to be sipped slowly because it won't zap you
immediately. (JH) 13%
Drink 2026 – 2038

17.5 ++

Artner, Steinäcker 1ÖTW 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. Zweigelt. Various exposures at 195–242 m, on gravelly loess. Certified
organic.
Deep crimson. Peppery black fruit. Fragrant and stony at the same time. Not as
intense on the palate as I expected from the aroma. Lightish tannins, refined, dry
texture; long rather than deep. Tannins build on the finish. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2028

16.5

Payr, Steinäcker 1ÖTW Zweigelt 2021 Carnuntum

Höflein. Various exposures at 195–242 m, on gravelly loess. Certified organic and
sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria).
Mid cherry red. Herbal in a way that suggests some stems but not underripeness.
Really finely textured by the dry, almost-chalky tannins. Bone dry and elegant
and with great freshness. Delicious. Needs food and/or time. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2033

17

Böheim, Stuhlwerker 1ÖTW 2020 Carnuntum

Göttlesbrunn. A vineyard surrounded by forests, which bring cool nocturnal winds,
at 187–231 m on clay, loess and red gravel. A blend of Zweigelt, Merlot,
Blaufränkisch and Syrah. Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria).
Inky crimson. Subtle dark-fruit aroma as well as something almost minty,
fragrant, slightly stemmy/herbal but not at all underripe. Texture is deliciously
dry and chalky – really dry but not drying. Light-bodied but very persistent.
Pure, cool, long. Not for those who love flesh and weight. Mouth-watering,
persistent finish. (JH) 14%
Drink 2024 – 2032

17

Leithaberg

Hans & Anita Nittnaus, Altenberg Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Jois. Old vines on limestone, with the cooling effect of the woods. South-east-facing.
Certified biodynamic (respekt-BIODYN).
Deep crimson. Ripe and spicy black fruit, pulling you in with all that fruit. Then
much tighter on the palate, scented and fine-grained. More elegant than I
expected from the richness on the nose. Deep and refined at the same time, with
enormous freshness to the very end. Needs more time. (JH) 12.5%
Drink 2025 – 2035
€27 RRP in Austria

17.5

Gernot und Heike Heinrich, Alter Berg Blaufränkisch 2019
Leithaberg

Winden. Limestone on the highest site in Winden (up to 240 m). Cooled by the
neighbouring forest, facing south-east. Certified biodynamic (respekt-BIODYN).
Dark cherry red. Pure dark-red fruit marked by stony/mineral freshness on the
nose. Fragrant but not overly sweet. Extremely fine tannins – chalky, dry and
fresh – adding to the freshness that is at the heart of the wine. Bone dry, finely
textured and long. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2035
€50 RRP in Austria

17.5

Gernot und Heike Heinrich, Alter Berg Blaufränkisch 2017
Leithaberg

Winden. Limestone soils. Aged in used 500-litre oak. Certified biodynamic
(respekt-BIODYN). 
Deep crimson, fragrant and lightly floral as it opens in the glass (it had already
been double-decanted). Chalky-textured elegant tannins. Scented, elegant and
pure. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030

17

Gernot und Heike Heinrich, Edelgraben Blaufränkisch 2019
Leithaberg

Breitenbrunn. Schist, the highest site in Breitenbrunn at 198–278 m, facing south-
east. Certified biodynamic (respekt-BIODYN).
Mid-to-deep crimson. Ripe, spicy and rich on the nose, packed with dark-red
fruit, both fresh and dried. And even with all this fruit, there is a stony side to the
aroma. Deep and chewy on the palate with that sometimes-savoury character of
the variety integrated with the fruit. Firm, long. Big but with embryonically
elegant tannins. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€50 RRP in Austria

17

Gernot und Heike Heinrich, Edelgraben Blaufränkisch 2017
Leithaberg

Breitenbrunn. Schist soils. Aged in used 500-litre oak. Certified biodynamic
(respect-BIODYN).
Darker-fruited than the Alter Berg 2017, a touch smoky and still full of life for a
six-year-old wine. Finely dry tannins, which still have a firm grip. Darkly rocky
impression on the finish. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2022 – 2032

17

Toni Hartl, Eisner Blaufränkisch 2019 Leithaberg

Purbach. Schist, south-east-facing. Certified biodynamic (Demeter). 
Deepish crimson. Subtle and a stony/mineral style of Blaufränkish, although the
fruit smells quite ripe – more dried cherry than fresh. The nicely dry tannins
help pull back on the fruit sweetness and there's plenty of freshness; but I find
the fruit a little bit on the ripe side. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2028
€95 RRP in Austria

16

Birgit Braunstein, Glawarinza Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Purbach. Limestone, south-east-facing at 140–180 m. Certified biodynamic
(Demeter).
Mid vibrant crimson. Extreme purity of fruit – like tiny, wild dark berries – with
a touch of smoky/peppery reduction. Elegantly scented with peppery red fruits.
Extremely fine tannins, terrific freshness and great balance between structure and
fruit. Embryonic but harmonious. Long, too. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2036
€33 RRP in Austria

17.5

Prieler, Goldberg Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Schützen. Schist, north-west-facing at 141–217 m. The soil is warm but the
orientation is cool. Spends 3–4 weeks in 500-litre Austrian oak for malolactic
conversion in spring. Then racked to 1,200-litre oak vat for 18 months. Certified
organic.
Deep crimson. Darkly fragrant. Powerful and yet extremely elegant, especially in
its tannic finesse and the balance between fresh tension and dark, non-sweet
fruit. A real beauty. But needs time. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2036
€59 RRP in Austria

17.5

Sommer, Halser Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Purbach. Limestone, south-east facing at 150–230 m. In conversion to organic. 
Deep crimson. Ripe black fruits and dark, charry overlay. Powerful, dry but
polished tannins. A big wine that needs a good deal more time, but there's
underlying harmony in this big style. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2028 – 2035
€39 RRP in Austria

16 ++

Remushof Jagschitz, Himmelfahrt Blaufränkisch 2019 Leithaberg

Oslip. Limestone and schist.
Highly aromatic with a hint of cloves and violets, as well as all that dark fruit.
Big, chewy, smooth and compact tannins. Seems quite oaky, with some
bitterness on the finish. Perhaps a lighter touch would have resulted in more
elegance? (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2030
€25 RRP in Austria

16

Tinhof, Kirchberg Gloriette Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Kleinhöflein. Limestone. South-facing at up to 195 m, poor soils. Certified organic. 
Mid-to-light crimson. Gorgeous, red-fruited scent. Really fragrant and vibrant
with a light note of spice and a suggestion of something floral, like peony. On the
palate, elegant, fine-boned tannins; almost silky already but with a long life ahead
thanks to the freshness. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2033
€54 RRP in Austria

17

Wagentristl, Kreidestein Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Müllendorf. Very poor limestone, south-west-facing at 268–307 m. Near the
limestone quarry, hence the name. Cooling effect of the nearby woods.
Deep crimson. Ripe, lifted dark-red fruit. Intensely fruity and also a touch floral.
On the palate, chewy, fresh and with a flavour of dried cherries. A mouthful of
generous fruit. Smooth, easy, fruit-forward. A mouth-filling, harmonious crowd-
pleaser. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2029
€24 RRP in Austria

16.5

Hans & Anita Nittnaus, Lange Ohn Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Neusiedl. Limestone. Certified biodynamic (respekt-BIODYN). 
Deep crimson with vibrant purplish rim. Dark, intense and yet rich in fruit.
Deep but open. Then contrastingly elegant on the palate. Fresh and extremely
fine tannins. Mouth-watering and promising a long future. Nicely dry on the
finish. (JH) 13%
Drink 2025 – 2035
€27 RRP in Austria

17

Mad, Marienthal Blaufränkisch 2019 Leithaberg

Oggau. Limestone soils, east-facing and warmed by the lake. 18 months in new
French oak. Certified sustainable (Nachhaltig Austria). 
Deep crimson. Very ripe on the nose – both fresh and dried red cherries.
Powerful, oaky, with thick, chewy tannins. A wine for the longer term. Lots of
freshness and power but not as elegant as less-oaky examples, though this is
clearly their chosen style and will suit some palates. A bit of heat on the finish.
(JH) 14%
Drink 2026 – 2036
€36 RRP in Austria

17

Mad, Marienthal M56 Blaufränkisch 2019 Leithaberg

Oggau. Limestone soils, east-facing and warmed by the lake. This is from a specific
parcel planted in 1956. Two years in new barrels. Certified sustainable
(Nachhaltig Austria). 
Deep crimson. Dark-fruited, slightly charry as well as spicy. Firmly oaky and
tannic on the palate. A distinctive style that stands out in this line-up, where oak
is generally in the background. Tannins thickened by the oak for now. Chewy
and powerful. Needs time. (JH) 14%
Drink 2026 – 2035
€89 RRP in Austria

16.5 +

Prieler, Marienthal Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Oggau. Limestone, east-facing and warmed by the lake. Whole berries but not
whole bunches. Spends 3–4 weeks in 500-litre Austrian oak for malolactic
conversion in spring. Then racked to 1,200-litre oak vat for 18 months. Certified
organic.
Mid cherry red. Very ripe and clearly a warm site. More fruit than mineral. Still
has lots of freshness – unexpected with such ripe (but not overripe) fruit
flavours. I prefer a little more restraint but this is harmonious in this riper,
sweeter-fruited style. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2032
€62 RRP in Austria

16.5

Feiler-Artinger, Oberer Wald Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Rust. Poor limestone soil, east-facing. Certified biodynamic (respekt-BIODYN).
Mid-to-deep crimson. Delightfully fragrant with deep red and black fruits and a
touch of violets. Quite oaky on the palate but it's more savoury than sweet and
the tannins are powerful but fine-grained. A big wine with a long future. A
subtle note of struck match on the finish adds finesse and complexity. (JH)
13.5%
Drink 2026 – 2036
€32.50 RRP in Austria

17

Nehrer, Poschen Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

St Georgen. Schist, south-facing, with some limestone, at 202–223 m. In conversion
to organic. 
Mid crimson. Perfumed and distinctive aroma: tangy red fruits, lifted (perhaps a
touch volatile?), floral and spicy. Cool, dry tannins. Chewy but in harmony with
the depth of vibrant fruit. Juicy and full of pleasure. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2032
€28 RRP in Austria

16.5

Stefan Zehetbauer, Reckenschink Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Schützen. Limestone, north-facing but a warm site.
Mid cherry red. Ripe but fragrant, sweet red fruits and a suggestion of crushed
stones. The lighter body and structure here come as a nice break from some
really big and firmly tannic wines. More approachable than many 2020s and well
balanced for medium-term drinking. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2030
€26 RRP in Austria

16.5

Wagentristl, Reisbühl Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Kleinhöflein. Limestone, south-facing at 175–190 m. 
Mid crimson. Sweet-smelling dark-red fruit, raspberry and cherry. Open and
inviting. Firm, smooth on the palate. Straightforward, harmonious, fresh and
spicy on the finish. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€24 RRP in Austria

16

Toni Hartl, Rosenberg Blaufränkisch 2019 Leithaberg

Purbach. Schist, south-facing at 187–267 m, at the edge of the forest and cooled by
its proximity. Certified biodynamic (Demeter).
Very dark garnet. Sweet fruit with an overlay of coffee and dark chocolate. Seems
pretty oaky and slightly bitter. The tannins, too, are thick from the oak, so this is
hard work at the moment and I think the fruit is rather buried by the oak. Just
fresh enough but not really my taste in Blaufränkisch. For those who love big
and oaky. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2027 – 2035
€34 RRP in Austria

15.5

Esterházy, Schildten Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

St Georgen. Limestone and schist, south-east facing up to 205 m. In conversion to
organic.
Deep crimson. Dark-fruited and spicy, with a touch of violets. Both fresh and
fragrant on the palate. The tannins definite but making way for the fruit. Fine
grip and so much freshness on the finish. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2033
€34 RRP in Austria

17

Tinhof, Setz Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Kleinhöflein. Limestone. Certified organic.
Mid crimson. Lifted, possibly slightly volatile(?), plenty of red fruit. Youthfully
chewy tannins but juicy in the middle. Plenty of spice and freshness. Nicely dry,
still very young. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2032
€42 RRP in Austria

16.5

Stefan Zehetbauer, Steinberg Blaufränkisch 2020 Leithaberg

Oslip. Schist, north-east-facing. 
Mid crimson. Sweetly oaky on the nose – more oak than fruit at the moment.
Likewise on the palate, and lacks the freshness that the Leithaberg is known for.
(JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2027
€26 RRP in Austria

15.5

Eisenberg

Stubits, Csaterberg Blaufränkisch 2020 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay, schist and opal.
Light cherry red. Delicate red fruits and just a little bit meaty/savoury but there's
no sign of that meatiness on the palate (therefore site-derived, not brett). Super-
fine tannins. So elegant and fresh. Almost slips away on the long finish but it is
persistent, juicy, charming in a stony/mineral rather than pretty way. (JH) 12.5%
Drink 2023 – 2028
€15 RRP in Austria

16.5

Jalits, Fasching Blaufränkisch Reserve 2015 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist and a sunny site with south and south-west orientation.
In conversion to organic.
Mid garnet with some brick at the rim. This has the lovely sweetness of maturity
but, also, so much fresh dark fruit and just a hint of leafiness (stems?) adding to
the fragrance. Stony/mineral, like crushed stone. This is a Peter Pan wine – so
youthful. Bone dry, mouth-watering, elegant, fine-grained, chalky texture. Falls
away a little on the finish. (JH) 14%
Drink 2020 – 2028
€22.50 RRP in Austria

16.5

Jalits, Fasching Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist and a sunny site with south and south-west orientation.
In conversion to organic.
Mid ruby. Similar to the 2015 but the dark fruit smells richer and just a tad
sweeter, just a touch meaty. But still that crushed-stone character to the fore,
especially on the palate. Long, chalky finish, refined texture and excellent
freshness. Perhaps just a tad sour at the very end – definitely needs food. (JH)
13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€22.50 RRP in Austria

16.5

StephanO, Fasching Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist and a sunny site with south and south-west orientation.
Mid-to-deep crimson. Smells darker, richer and riper than the Jalits 2017
bottling. A little more oaky and meaty, too. Dry, firm and more thickly textured
but even with the denser tannins, they are fine-grained. Refined but needs a little
more time and the alcohol shows a bit on the finish. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2035
€30 RRP in Austria

16.5

StephanO, Fasching Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist and a sunny site with south and south-west orientation.
Mid-to-deep crimson. Pure dark fruit without obvious fruit sweetness and with
the classic Eisenberg stony/mineral character and freshness. Firm, super-dry,
compact texture. Beautifully dry and long. A baby but you could approach this
with food. (JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2038
€35 RRP in Austria

17

Stubits, Kleincsater Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. 
Mid crimson. Deep, rich and a little meaty on the nose, but floral in a wild way,
too. On the palate, so youthful and fresh. The tannins are finely dry but now
melting in the mouth. So elegant and mouth-watering. Delicious restraint and
bags of regional character. (JH) 13%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€21 RRP in Austria

17

Stubits, Kleincsater Opal Blaufränkisch Reserve 2018 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay, schist and opal. 
A little darker than their 2020 Csaterberg, but still mid ruby. Much spicier and
with a bloody iron/mineral overlay. Fantastically stony but no lack of dark, non-
sweet fruit. This is a lovely wine: so much freshness and energy, such refined
tannins and beautifully restrained dark fruit. Epitome of elegance. Long, too.
(JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€36 RRP in Austria

17.5

Thom Wachter, Königsberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020
Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Clay and schist. Protected south-west-facing site. 
Mid-to-light cherry red. Quite different from the wines from vineyards around
the village of Eisenberg. The aroma is sweeter and prettier, with less-obvious
mineral character than, for example, the Stubits Kleincsater 2017 just tasted –
but it is still there. Smoothly textured, as much red as dark fruit. Rounded and
fresh. Beautifully modulated between site and fruit character. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2032
€29 RRP in Austria

17

Thom Wachter, Ratschen Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020 Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Clay and schist but also quite sandy soils.
Lightish crimson. Delicate, pretty aroma of vibrant, non-sweet dark-red fruits.
Incredibly fine tannins, scented on the palate. Extreme refinement and relatively
light-bodied. Fresh and moderately persistent. Delicate but should age well. (JH)
13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2029
€24 RRP in Austria

16.5

Wachter-Wiesler, Ratschen Blaufränkisch Reserve 2015
Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Clay and schist, sandy soils. Certified organic. 
Deep garnet with pink rim, but the colour is still so youthful. Very dark core and
the darkest of the Eisenberg DAC wines so far tasted. Elegant and restrained
aroma of stony dark fruit, barely any sign of development. Smells and tastes of
small, dark, wild berries. Chalky-dry texture, great textural refinement. Not a
fruity wine but there's no lack of dark fruit at the core. Deep but light on its feet.
Persistent, with the dry texture increasing the freshness. (JH) 14%
Drink 2022 – 2030
€39 RRP in Austria

17

Wachter-Wiesler, Ratschen Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017
Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Clay and schist, sandy. Certified organic.
This is more scented and open than the 2015, with inviting notes of sweet-sour
cherry as well as all that stony minerality. A suggestion of stems in a light, leafy
note. Elegant, and both dry and juicy at the same time. Prettier than the 2015
and incredibly moreish. (JH) 13%
Drink 2024 – 2032
€39 RRP in Austria

17.5

Wachter-Wiesler, Ratschen Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020
Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Clay and schist. Certified organic. 
Mid cherry red. Much lighter than the 2015. Change in extraction methods, or
just vintage variation? This is even more fragrant than the 2017 – red-fruited
with the underlying stony quality of the site. Remarkably gentle and
approachable, soft, dry texture and yet still wonderfully fresh-tasting. (JH) 12.5%
Drink 2024 – 2030
€39 RRP in Austria

17.5

Kopfensteiner, Reihburg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist, sandy.
Mid crimson. Dark-fruited and richer-fruited than some, and yet that inviting,
elegant stone-dust, iron-rich character shines through with some red fruits as it
opens up. Bone-dry, refined, almost chalky tannins. Like layers of tissue paper.

16.5
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opens up. Bone-dry, refined, almost chalky tannins. Like layers of tissue paper.
And incredibly youthful. Mouth-watering dry freshness. (JH) 14%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€32 RRP in Austria

Groszer Wein, Saybritz Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Organic from the 2022 vintage.
Mid ruby. Dramatically aromatic with both vibrant, wild red fruits, a light
bloody note and all that dusty minerality. Complex before you even taste it. That
bloody character even more obvious on the palate, as well as a sour-fruited
freshness. Vibrant, distinctive, not easy. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2032
€36 RRP in Austria

16.5

Jalits, Saybritz Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Steep, south-west-facing, well-ventilated site. In
conversion to organic.
Mid ruby. Seductive aroma that combines sweet and sour red fruit. Very fruity
on the nose, but not just fruit; there's still the classic mineral elegance of the
region, cutting through the fruit and a slight leafy note. On the palate, firm,
compact, with thicker tannins. Still so young. Dry, firm, harmonious but the
tannins need a little longer. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2030
€39 RRP in Austria

16.5 +

Kopfensteiner, Saybritz Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Steep, south-west-facing, well-ventilated site.
Dark-red fruit and wild berries without obvious fruit sweetness. A wild character
that is not trying to please but still manages to do so. Dry tannins increase the
freshness and yet the aftertaste is quite juicy. So youthful. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2024 – 2032
€32 RRP in Austria

16.5

StephanO, Saybritz Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Steep, south-west-facing, well-ventilated site. 
Deep crimson, one of the darkest colours so far in this line-up of Eisenberg DAC
wines. Rich, dark, non-sweet fruit with a lovely leafy lift that might suggest a
small whole-bunch component? More bloody-savoury on the palate, more
macho, though the tannins are chalky and fine. More power than elegance here.
(JH) 14%
Drink 2025 – 2032
€35 RRP in Austria

16.5

Thom Wachter, Saybritz Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Steep, south-west-facing, well-ventilated site.
Mid crimson. Dark-fruited with a hint of oak spice/sweetness but still open and
fragrant. Tight and quite bony on the palate. Dry and stony, with refined
tannins. Long, mouth-watering finish. (JH) 13%
Drink 2024 – 2032
€24 RRP in Austria

16.5

Groszer Wein, Szapary Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Very poor soils at 300–400 m. Rocky brown earth over
schist and veins of iron. South-west-facing. Organic from the 2022 vintage.
Mid greyish crimson. Gorgeously seductive aroma that has so much going on:
ripe, tangy red fruits, that iron-derived meatiness and all the lovely stone dust of
the region. There's a sweetness to the fruit as well. Rounded, red-fruited on the
palate. Not quite as intense as I expected from the aroma but the flavours match
the aromas. Firm, dry tannins suggest a much younger wine than 2017. (JH)
13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€36 RRP in Austria

17

Jalits, Szapary Blaufränkisch Reserve 2015 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Very poor soils at 300–400 m. Rocky brown earth over
schist and veins of iron. South-west-facing. In conversion to organic.
Mid crimson. Ripe dark-red fruit. Open and expressive of both the variety and
the site, with that mineral side subsidiary to the fruit here. A really nice peppery
touch. Dry but smooth texture. A harmonious whole and so youthful. (JH) 14%
Drink 2021 – 2027
€15 RRP in Austria

16.5

Jalits, Szapary Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Very poor soils at 300–400 m. Rocky brown earth over
schist and veins of iron. South-west-facing. In conversion to organic.
Deeply inviting aroma of dark, stony fruit – not very expressive but so elegant.
Really elegant on the palate. Sober, restrained, balanced without being at all
fruity. Elegant refinement. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€15 RRP in Austria

17

Kopfensteiner, Szapary Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Very poor soils at 300–400 m. Rocky brown earth over
schist and veins of iron. South-west-facing.
Sweet black and red fruit layered with stone-dust minerality. Scented but not
obviously sweet-fruited. Dry, a little bit bony but still handsome! Light and fresh
on the finish. Easy to underestimate. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2022 – 2028
€24 RRP in Austria

16.5

Thom Wachter, Szapary Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020 Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Very poor soils at 300–400 m. Rocky brown earth over
schist and veins of iron. South-west-facing.
Rich, dark fruit with some oak sweetness. Firm, chewy, thicker-textured but still
chalky tannins. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€24 RRP in Austria

16.5

Thom Wachter, Szapary Alter Garten Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020
Eisenberg

Eisenberg. Clay and schist. Very poor soils at 300–400 m. Rocky brown earth over
schist and veins of iron. South-west-facing.
Aroma is more red-fruited and prettier than on their straight Szapary 2020.
More fragrant and open. Lighter in body, with more marked acidity and a little
bit lean on the finish. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2028
€29 RRP in Austria

16

Krutzler, Weinberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Ferruginous and moderately heavy clay and schist, south-facing.
Certified organic.
Mid crimson. Smells sweet-fruited, red-fruited and succulent. Deliciously
fragrant. That scent on the palate combined with a stony character derived also
from the chalky tannins. Needs time and/or food. Freshness is in both the acidity
and the dry texture. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2025 – 2030
€49 RRP in Austria

17

Krutzler, Weinberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020 Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Ferruginous and moderately heavy clay and schist, south-facing.
Certified organic.
This smells darker-fruited than the 2017 and a touch peppery. Darker, more
elegant and restrained. Pure, stony and bone dry. Super-elegant but not for those
looking for mouth-filling fruit. Tannins need a bit more time. (JH) 13%
Drink 2025 – 2033
€49 RRP in Austria

17 +

StephanO, Weinberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017 Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Ferruginous and moderately heavy clay and schist, south-facing.
Certified organic.
Mid-to-deep crimson. Dark and peppery and without the same minerality as in
the wines from closer to the village of Eisenberg, even though this is not far away.
Rich, dark, gently chewy, with some fruit-sweetness on the long, tannic finish.
Tannins need more time and/or food. (JH) 14%
Drink 2024 – 2030
€30 RRP in Austria

16.5 +

Thom Wachter, Weinberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020 Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Ferruginous and moderately heavy clay and schist, south-facing
and in the village of Deutsch Schützen.
Mid-to-light ruby. More fragrant and red-fruited than StephanO's 2017 from
this vineyard. Just a slight meatiness on the nose, more than on the palate. Juicy,
fine-boned, fresh and approachable but with a good life ahead. (JH) 13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€24 RRP in Austria

16.5

Wachter-Wiesler, Weinberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2015
Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Ferruginous and moderately heavy clay and schist, south-facing.
Certified organic. 
Mid-to-deep crimson. Dark, rich but refined dark-fruited aroma of tiny wild
berries. Rich in fruit but with no unwanted sweetness and a stony character.
Elegantly firm tannins – flowing if dry-textured, if that is not too much of an
oxymoron. A complete wine and at a perfect moment in its evolution – still so
youthful – but still with some years ahead. Power and elegance in tandem. (JH)
13.5%
Drink 2023 – 2030
€39 RRP in Austria

17.5

Wachter-Wiesler, Weinberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2017
Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Ferruginous and moderately heavy clay and schist, south-facing.
Certified organic.
Mid crimson. Darker and more savoury in aroma than the 2015. Sweeter-
smelling and a little less stony. More red-fruited, with an impression of small wild
berries again. Tannins still quite chewy but finely textured. Maybe not quite as
long as the 2015 but equally harmonious; a little lighter on its feet and more
floral. (JH) 13%
Drink 2025 – 2035
€39 RRP in Austria

17.5

Wachter-Wiesler, Weinberg Blaufränkisch Reserve 2020
Eisenberg

Deutsch-Schützen. Ferruginous and moderately heavy clay and schist, south-facing.
Certified organic. 
Mid cherry red. Seductive aroma of sweet and sour red fruits. So different from
the 2015 vintage and more like the 2017. Pretty, almost floral. Likewise on the
palate, there is a prettiness, reined in by the dry-but-not-drying chalky tannins.
There's juicy fruit that escapes on the long finish. The lightest of touches here.
(JH) 13%
Drink 2025 – 2035
€39 RRP in Austria
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